
kirakira+

**About kirakira**

kirakira+ is an Instagram app that makes photos and videos shine by using a special glitter effect.

With kirakira+ your photos and videos are a real eye-catcher. The app edits your photos with a

special glitter effect, which makes especially reflective objects shine. Overall, you can choose

between seven different filters and adjust the intensity of the effect individually. You can use the

back camera as well as the front camera of your smartphone or tablet to take photos with a glitter

effect.

**kirakira+ - Functions:**

- Glitter effect for your photos: kirakira+ is an Instagram app that makes your photos and videos

shine. When you take a photo or video with the app, a great glitter effect is automatically added to

the shot. It should be noted, however, that the glitter effect works especially with reflective objects

such as glass or shiny jewelry. The app just highlights the glossy surface of the photographed

object through the glitter effect.

- Many filters: In kirakira + you have a total of seven different filters available. Here you can choose

for example between less glitter, more glitter or more color.

- Back and front camera: You can either use the back camera or the front camera of your

smartphone or tablet to give your photos or videos the special glittering extra. Like that, you can

make for example selfies shine.

- Intensity individually adjustable: The intensity of the glitter effect can be adjusted individually.

Decide yourself how much the photo or video should sparkle.

Conclusion: kirakira+ turns your photos or videos into something very special. The app provides

glitter effects and various filters that make your photos look very noble and make your recordings

shine. However, it should be noted that only reflective objects can optimally create the glitter

effect.


